
 
 

SECTION – 2 

STRUCTURES 

Weeks Sixth to Week ten  

 

Week 6: Structured point 

Week 7: Light Space 

Week 8: Human Body: Being 

Week 9: Human Being self 

 

Week: 6 

STRUCTURED POINT 
 

6.1 ‘void’  

    6.2 Structures 

6.3 A pairing half of system 

6.4 Structural chase: One, two, three, --- 

6.5 Avoidance 

6.6 Recapitulation and Revisit 

6.7 Overview of chase steps 

 

Week - 7 

LIGHT SPACE 

7.1: Light Space 

7.2: Half Black 

7.3: Sunlight 

7.4: Sunrays 

7.5: Rainbow 

7.6: Light Cage carrier 

7.7: Sunlight Frame carrier 

 

Week - 8 

HUMAN BODY: BEING 

8.1: Human Body: Being 

8.2 : Body states 

8.3: Human Being  

8.4: Being Seal 

8.5: Human body 

8.6: Human body Being 

8.7: Continuum 

 

Week –9 Human Being self 
 

9.1 : Human 

9.2: Human Being 



9.3: Human Being self 

9.4: (Being, Self, soul) 

9.5: (Self, Soul) 

9.6: (Soul) 

9.7: (Universal soul) 

 

Week –10 Birth Rebirth 

 

10.1: NVF (Birth) 

10.2: NVF (Rebirth) 

10.3: NVF (Birth, Rebirth) 

10.4: (Being and birth rebirth) 

10.5: (Self and birth, rebirth) 

10.6: (soul and birth, rebirth) 

10.7: (universal soul and birth, rebirth) 

========================================================== 

Introductory 

 

1. Parallel unity state and self referral ranges  

i. (Earth, Water, fire, Air, Space, Sun, Pole Star) and  

ii. (Human frame, body, Being, Self, soul, universal soul) 

are of parallel formatting values.  

2. Soul pilgrimage within human frame and four fold manifesting content 

format of both unity state and self referral ranges are of compactified states 

which permit transition and transformation from one state to the next state. 

3. It is this phenomenon which deserves to be chased. 

4. For its chase the existence phenomenon of Earth to Sun range as solar 

universe with pole star as its origin fold shall be bringing us face to face with 

the moon revolving around Earth, Earth revolving around its own axis, as 

well as around the Sun and the Transcendental carriers of Sunlight playing 

the role of two fold formatting for Life of manifested and Transcendental 

state. 

5. It shall be further brining us face to face with the interval of three point 

fixation coordinating pair of hemispheres of integrated sphere format in two 

fold motions, around its own axis and also around the external core. 

6. This further shall be bringing us face to face with ‘Birth and Rebirth’ 

phenomenon. 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 10.1: NVF (Birth)  

========================================================= 

 

1. NVF (Birth) = 57 = NVF (Sleep) = NVF (Human). 

2. ‘Sleep state’ is the second consciousness state. 

3. First consciousness state is the waking state. 

4. NVF (Waking) = 65 = NVF (Center)  

5. The artifices range (65, 64, 63, 62, 61, 60, 59, 58, 57) is a sequential reversal 

range which sequentially takes us from (i) Center to unit (ii) unit to limit (iii) 

limit to cosmic (iv) cosmic to church (v) church to four (vi) four to three and 

finally from two to sleep 

6. Here it also would be relevant to note that NVF (Father) = 58 = NVF (Two)  



7. Further NVF (Mother) = 79 = NVF (Nature) 

8. Here it would be relevant to note that 79 = 58 + 21  

9. 79 = 58 + (1+2+3+4+5+6) 

10. 79 = (29 + 29) + (1+2+3+4+5+6) 

11. One may have a pause here and take note that NVF (Black) = 29. 

12. Further as that organization format (1+2+3+4+5+6) is parallel to the format 

and features of the Sathapatya measuring rod synthesizing hyper cube 1 to 

hyper cube 6 

13. One may have a pause here and take note that NVF (Light) = NVF (Half 

black)  

14. One may further have a pause here and take note that NVF (Pole star) = 106 

= 53 + 53 = NVF (Axis, axis) = NVF (Black matter). 

15. Still further as that NVF (Axis) = NVF (Nose)  

16. Still further as that NVF (Nose, eye) = 53, 35, a reflection pair of artifices. 

17. Still further as that NVF (Eyes) = NVF (Sun) = 54 = 6 x 9  

18. One may further have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to be 

through the following NVF equation: NVF (Matter) = NVF (One frame) = 

(34, 43). 

19. These features will help us comprehend, appreciate and to imbibe and 

further to have insight about the format, features, values and virtues of 

Sunlight meditation 

20. Still further as that  

i. NVF (Technology)= NVF (Nature range) = 124  

ii. 124 = 62 + 62  

iii. 124 = 31 + 31+ 31 + 31  

iv. 124 = (15+ 16)+ (15+ 16)+ (15+ 16)+ (15+ 16)  

v. 124 = {(1x 3 x 5) + (5 + 6 +5)} + {(1x 3 x 5) + (5 + 6 +5)}  

           +{(1x3 x5) + (5 + 6 +5)} +{(1x 3 x 5) + (5 + 6 +5)}  

21. It shall be bringing us face to face with Sunlight technology as (Sunlight eye 

unity). 

22. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to be face to 

face this phenomenon of ‘Sunlight eye unity’ which shall be further 

permitting us to be face to face with eye meditation unity  

23. Still further it also would be relevant to note that  

i. NVF (Technology) = NVF (Ear Discipline)  

ii. NVF (Technology) = NVF (Nose sphere) 

iii. NVF (Technology) = NVF (Sun stop) 

iv. NVF (Technology) = NVF (Mouth middle)  

24. Like that the human frame technology as technology Discipline shall be 

brining us face to face with whole range of format and features of systems 

and processes of existence phenomenon within human frame. Illustratively 

NVF (Technology) = NVF (Heart origin)   

25. NVF (Technology) = NVF (Seman water)  

26. It would be a blissful exercise to permit the transcending mind to be through 

above and all other format and features of different systems and processes of 

existence of LIFE within human frame  



27. NVF (technology) = NVF (Reverse life)  

28. It is this feature of life technology as light Discipline which deserves to be 

chased fully. 

29. NVF (light Discipline) = NVF (life technology) = NVF (Ambrosia, 

ambrosia)  

30. It is this feature of ‘reverse life’ as ‘light Discipline’ which deserves to be 

chased. 

31. NVF (Sunlight) = NVF (Meditation) and NVF (Light, light) = NVF 

(Mathematics) = NVF (Square, cube) = NVF (hyper line) = NVF (Origin 

line), whose chase shall be enriching our insight about the ‘birth’ features of 

our existence phenomenon 

32. NVF (birth) = 57 = 2 + 9 + 18 + 20 + 8 as Transcendence range (2, 9, 18, 20, 

8) on its chase shall be further bringing us face to face the format and 

features of the phenomenon of ‘birth’ 

33. One set of features of formulation ‘birth’ permits chase as  

i. NVF (B) =2 which is parallel to spatial dimensional order of creator’s 

space (4-space) 

ii. NVF (eye) = 9 which is parallel to the format and features 9 

geometries range of creator’s space (4-space) 

iii. NVF (R) = 18 which is parallel to the format and features of hyper 

cube 5 as a four fold manifestation layer (3, 4, 5, 6) with summation 

values (3+4 + 5 + 6) = 18 

iv. NVF (T) = 20 which pairs with artifice 18 as a pair 18, 20 of the 

format and features of (dimension fold, domain fold)  

 

Here it would be relevant to note that artifice 20 accepts re-

organization as 20 = 9 + 7 + 3 + 1 which is parallel to the format and 

features of Divya Ganga flow streams (9, 7, 3, 1) which admit paired 

pairs organization [(9, 7), (3, 1)] 

 

It would be relevant to note that the middle of the paired pairs pairing 

is of value (5), parallel to which is the format and features of 

Transcendental domain / 5-space 

 

v. As such the reach at NVF (H) = 3 + 5 which is parallel to super 

imposition of solid dimensional order upon Transcendental domain 

(5-space)   

 

34. One may further have a pause here and take note that NVF (H) = 8 = 3 + 5 = 

4 + 4 shall be initiating a re-processing which to permit chase as  

i. NVF (H) = 8 = 4 + 4 = (1+1+1+1) +  (1+1+1+1)  

One may have a pause here and take note that the re-organization 8 as  

(1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1) is affine pairing of equal values for eqch of 

the four folds 

35. The reach from NVF (H) to NVF (T) = 20 shall be bringing us face to face 

sequential re-organization for artifice 20 = (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) + (1+2+3 + 4)  



i. One may have a pause here and take note that the processing steps, 

namely,   NVF (H) = 8 =  (1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1)  and NVF (T) = 20 

=  1+2+3+4) +  (1+2+3+4), are of the format and features of transition 

and transformation from affine progression to sequential progression 

ii. With it the affine set ups would get sequentialized, and would give a 

reach for the dimensional order of value 18 for domain value 20 Being 

the hyper cube 5 of four folds. 

iii. Here it would be relevant to note that the emerging sequential 

attainment of four fold manifestations within creator’s space (4-space) 

as such would be there because of the availability of affine format (1, 

1, 1, 1) accepting pairing and having sequential ordering 

permissibility because of the NVF (H) = 8 leading to NVF (T) = 20.  

iv. With this the chase step ahead would be of a sequential format and 

features of a measuring rod of creator’s space (4-space) which shall be 

covering whole of the 9 geometries range of creator’s space (4-space), 

as the set of domains of the representative regular bodies of all the 9 

geometries of 4-space shall be accepting measuring rod synthesized 

by hyper cubes 1 to 4 for exhaustive coverage of 4-space as ad 

domain fold 

v. With this the attainment would be parallel to the format and features 

of manifestations within creator’s space (4-space) of spatial order 

playing the prominent role. 

 

36. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to 

continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to glimpse and to be 

face to face with format and features of formulation ‘Birth’ which accepts 

direct and reverse chase, which as such focuses upon ‘Re-birth’ Being 

inherent in the formulation ‘Birth’ itself. 

37. The formulation (re) with NVF (re) = NVF (r) + NVF (e) = 18 + 5 shall be 

brining us face to face with NVF (r) = 18 = 3 + 4 + 5 + 5 Being parallel to 

the format and features of hyper cube 5 as four fold manifestation layers (3, 

4, 5, 6) and further NVF (E) = 5 Being parallel to the format and features of 

Transcendental domain (5-space). 

38. One may have a pause here and take note that this, that way takes us to 

affine state 5 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 and sequential state (3 + 4 + 5 + 6). 

* 

========================================================= 

10.2: NVF (Rebirth)   

========================================================= 

1. NVF (Rebirth) = 80 = NVF (Creator)  

2. One may have a pause here and take note that the NVF (Rebirth) = 23 + 57 

= NVF (End sleep) = NVF (Creator) brings us face to face with ‘birth, 

rebirth phenomenon’ Being that phenomenon of creator’s space (4-space)  

3. Creator’s space (4-space) is a 4-space  

4. It is of a spatial dimensional order. 



5. Lord Brahma, creator the supreme is four head lord who sits gracefully on 

lotus seat of eight petals and meditates within cavity of his own heart upon 

the Transcendental lord and multiplies as 10 Brahmas. 

6. One may have a pause here and take note that hyper cube 5 accepts creative 

boundary (4-space as boundary) of ten components, while hyper cube 4 

accepts solid boundary of eight components and as such NVF (creator) = 80 

= 10 x 8 brings us face to face the creation phenomenon Being of spatial 

order playing the role of boundary. 

7. NVF (boundary) = NVF (human frame) = NVF (Discipline)  

8. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to glimpse 

through the following artifices values equations:  

i. 4 = 2 + 2 

ii. 4 = 2 x 2 

iii. 4 = (-2) x (-2) 

iv. 0 = 0 + 0 

v. 0 = 0 x 0 

vi. 0 = (-0) x (-0) 

9. Further it would be relevant to note that 2-space playing the role of 

dimension of 4-space while 0-space plays the role of dimension of 2-space 

and dimension of dimension of 4-space 

10. One may further have a pause here and take note that NVF (Being) = 37 = 

NVF (Dead end) a feature which will help us comprehend and to appreciate 

and to have an insight about ‘Being’ is of the range uptill the ‘dead end’ of 

‘birth rebirth’ phenomenon  

11. Further as that NVF (ends) = 42  = NVF (Self) will bring us with the values 

and virtues of the format of ‘self’ which is to take care of whole range of 

series of ‘births- rebirths’ through which ‘Being’ is to play its role. 

12. Still further as that NVF (soul) = NVF (Self area), and as such the whole 

range of existence phenomenon of ‘births and rebirths’ of whole range of 

dead ends area of roles of ‘Being’ as well as of ‘self’. 

13. The universal soul shall be bringing us face to face with the universal 

phenomenon of births and rebirths. 

* 

========================================================= 

10.3: NVF (Birth, Rebirth) 

========================================================= 

 

1. Birth – Rebirth cycles as dead end area permit Transcendence because of the 

porous state of creator’s space (4-space)  

2. The Transcendence area is the Transcendental zone of universal soul 

3. The self referral features of Transcendence area makes unity state of 

existence of automation format. 

4. This automation format of unity state of existence phenomenon deserves to 

be chased. 

5. It would be a blissful exercise to permit the transcending mind to 

continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to glimpse the 

transcending mind of its own transiting and transforming into self referral 

state which in automation mode attains unity state 



6. It is this phase and stage of ‘soul pilgrimage’ which unfolds only to itself. 

 

*  

========================================================= 

10.4: (Being and birth rebirth) 

========================================================= 

1. ‘Being’ unfolds itself of ‘Birth rebirth’ phenomenon uptill its ‘dead end. 

2. With a reach of ‘Being’ uptill ‘dead end’, it transit and transform itself as 

Transcendental Being (being-e) which is parallel to the format and features 

of ‘Self’ as much as that NVF (Self) = 42 = NVF (Being – 5) = NVF (five). 

3. With transition and transformation of ‘Being’ as ‘Being-5’ / Transcendental 

being. 

4. It in an automation mode, of its own, transits and transforms into ‘self area’ 

which is parallel to format and features of ‘soul’ 

5. And the same, ahead goes the ‘universal soul’ way    

* 

 

========================================================= 

10.5: (Self and birth, rebirth) 

========================================================= 

 

1. Birth and rebirth phenomenon goes dead end range with unfolding of 

‘Being’. 

2. The birth and Rebirth phenomenon with its dead reach as Being range, it 

transit and transforms and goes Transcendental and permits Transcendence 

at the human frames seal of ‘being’ 

3. With this Transcendence, the Transcendence area as self area makes the 

Transcendental format of ‘birth’ and rebirth phenomenon, as of self referral 

values. 

4. The Transcendence phenomenon because of its attainment of self referral 

features and automation mode continuous transcend further from 

Transcendence area itself to unity state  

5. It is this unity state attainment feature which as such may be attributed to the 

unfolding process of ‘self’ and transiting and transforming into ‘soul’, which 

further in its own automation mode shall be having a reach to ‘universal 

soul’ zone. 

6. One may have a pause here and take note that NVF (Zone) = NVF (one god) 

= NVF (creator). 

7. One shall have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to 

continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans and glimpse to be face to 

face with ‘Transcendental one god’. 

* 

========================================================= 

10.6: (soul and birth, rebirth) 

 

========================================================= 

1. Transcendental one god is of f` parallel to creator Discipline bag, as much as 

that NVF (Transcendental one god) = 190 = 80 + 100 + 10 = NVF (Creator 

Discipline bag). 

2. Further as that NVF (Transcendental one god) = NVF (Sunlight creator) 

3. Still further as that NVF (Transcendental one god) = NVF (creator 

meditation)  

4. Still further NVF (Transcendental one god) = NVF (Wholeness stop) 



5. It would be a blissful exercise to permit the transcending mind to glimpse 

the format and features of following NVF equations 

i. NVF (Transcendental one god) = NVF (renewing, renewing) 

ii. 190 = 95 + 95 

iii. 190 = 94 + 96 = NVF (Trimonad knowledge)  

iv. 190 = 93 + 97 = NVF (Entity pilgrimage)  

v. 190 = ---- 

* 

 

========================================================= 

10.7: (universal soul and birth, rebirth) 

========================================================= 

 

1. NVF (Universal soul) = 168  

2. NVF (Transcendental one god) = 190  

3. It would be a blissful exercise to chase 188, 190 parallel to format and 

features of (dimension fold, domain fold)  

4. One may have a pause here and take note that the  

i. 188 = 94 + 94 and the same as artifices pair (94, 94) shall be leading 

to synthesis values 96 which is parallel to NVF (knowledge) = 96  

ii. 190 = 95 + 95 and the same as artifices pair (95, 95) shall be leading 

to synthesis values 97 which is parallel to NVF (pilgrimage) = 97 

5. Still further the manifestation layer (6, 7, 8, 9) shall be brining to focus 6-

space playing the role of dimension with 9 space playing the role of origin. 

6. Still further, the manifestation layers (7, 8, 9, 10) shall be focusing upon 7-

space playing the role of dimension of 9-space as domain fold. 

7. It would be blissful to note that NVF (Birth) + NVF (Death) = NVF 

(Renewing)  

8. And NVF (Birth) + NVF (Death) + NVF (Rebirth) = 175 = NVF 

(consciousness) = NVF (Transcendental area) = NVF (End Earth 

Discipline). 

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 


